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About the Author

Rod Mollise is an engineer by profession. He is also the author of numerous books 
and magazine articles on every aspect of amateur astronomy. Known to his fans as 
“Uncle” Rod Mollise, he is most well known for his books about catadioptric tel-
escopes (CATs), which aim to help new CAT owners get past the inexperience and 
anxiety that often accompanies their entry into this wonderful hobby. In addition 
to his books and Internet sites, Rod’s writings can frequently be found in Sky & 
Telescope, Night Sky Magazine, Astronomy Technology Today, and many other pub-
lications.

Rod also finds time to teach astronomy to undergraduates at the University of 
South Alabama in Mobile. When he is not on the road attending and speaking at star 
parties, he shares a rambling old Victorian home in Mobile’s Garden District with 
his wife, Dorothy, two (four-legged) cats, and, at last count, 11 telescopes.
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